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Although we are apt to tSS *rat ttgprr ,*ounts of manure
and moisture addeqtq fu *bil g"pufncient for vegetableand moisture added.toitlre *bil ge*sufficient foi negetaUte
growth, excessive *dty Oi*re"*ittity or moirtur* ainri.nciesgrowth, excessive aiidip drmlkalittiti oi moisture dificienci,
will inhibit the effeCtiVe apsprbtion of nutiiments, Therefore,
to grow good :y?; j;*rr+t #ip*j:" *u!t o" p-iJ t"
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.TAKEMURA ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
29 -11, 2-chome Nishi-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Japan
Phone:03-3 984-137 1
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E-mail : takemura@ demetra.co jp
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ตดิตอ่บรษัิท นีโอนิคส์ จํากัด
Tel: 02-077-7602 หรอื 061-8268939 
E-mail: sale@neonics.co.th เวบ็ไซต ์www.neonics.biz



In order to form soil which is able to absorb marure effeptively,it is necessary to neutalize the soil, i.e, -by mixing lime with it.
However, ifsoil liming is excessive, manganese will be depleted and mangalese deficiency will occure. As a result, tlre usefulness
ofthe soil may be lost completely. Therefore, when liming, it is importanto to add only the proper amount for neutralization.
Before the apllication of lime the pH lalue must be determined-the pH reading indicates its hydrogen ion concentration. To
determine this value Talemura's simoklified DH Tester is recommended-it has been soecificallv manufactured ofmakins on-site
measuremtets.

*pH values suitable for vegetable growth: these are attached to the tester proper.
*Amount of calcium carbonate necessary to provide soil with a pH value of 6.5, 10 ares in area and 15cm indepth.

Sandy Loam Clay Peat Usage

Brown with
a small pro-
portion of
humus

Black with
a large pro-
portion of
humus

Brown with
a small pro-
portion of
humus

Dark brown
with a large
proportion
of humus

Deep black
with a very
large pro-
portion of
humus

Brown with
a small pro-
portion of
humus

Dark brown
with a large
proportion
of humus

Deep black
with a very
large pro-
portion of
humus

Determine soiltype by
its appearance and touch,
then measure can then be
calculated by referring to
the table.

4.0 250 500 900 1200 1500 1 000 1 500 1 800 2500
4.5 200 400 700 900 1200 800 1  100 1 300 1 800
5.0 150 300 500 600 800 600 800 900 1200
5.5 100 200 300 400 500 400 500 600 800
6.0 50 100 150 200 250 200 250 300 400

1) If the soil to be tested is dry or contains much manure, tlle meter will not indicate a correct pH value. Therefore, sprinkle about
a bucketful of water on the soil, and wait 20-30 minutes, before testing.

2) Before using lhe meier, be sure to tloroughly potsh its metallic surface with a piece of whetting cloth or sandpaper.When using
a brand-new meter, be sure to insert it into the soil a few times in order to remove the oily impurities from it's metallic surface.

3) Insert the meter direcdy into the field or paddy soil under consideration. Completely embed the metallic surface and tamp
down the surrounding soil so that it adheres closely to tle meter's metallic electrode surfase.

4) About one minute after inserting the meter in the soil, the pointer will cease to deflect-the pH value of the soil may then be read.
5) The meter may sometimed register different values depending on soil condition,-such as, adhesion to tlte meter's metallic sur-face,

moisture content, or tle amount of manure it contains. It is threfore ideal to take an average of several measurements.
6) In order to determine wheter or not liming has been properly done, after one or two weeks mix the soil well and measure its pH value.

When the DM-15 is inserted in the soil wiht the white button on it's side left un-depressed, it works as an acidity (pH value) meter.
When the white button is depressed a.fter it has been inserted in the soil, it works as a moisture meter.

Soil moisture control is extreme importance. Soil moisture is usually expressed in units terned pH, a generally unfamilia{-term to
pepole who cultivate. However, Takemura's tester, which combines a pH with a moisture meter, is easy to use-soil moisturb can
be determined at a single glance.
1) Insed the meter's metallic electorode in the soil completely,while positioning the electrode as near crop roots as possible.
2) Scale divisions range from 1 to 8, eact of which reads the moisture value accordingly to soil condition.
3) The need for water can be determined by the position of the pointer.

Crop Proper
moisture Crop Proper

moisture Crop Proper
moisture Crop Proper

moisture Crop Proper
moisture Grop Proper

moisture
lris 3-5 Tulip 3-5 Occidental 2-3 Watermelon +-o Pimiento 4-6 . Strawberrv 4-6

Carnation 5-5 Rose 5 - 5 Oriental orchild 1-2 Celerv 4-6 Grape 3-5 pea 3-5

Foliage 3-6 Freesia 1-2 Cucumber 4-6 Tomato 4 - b Melon 3-5
Chrvsanthemum J - C Li ly 2-3 Potato 3-5 Eggplant; 4-6 Lettuce 3-5


